AVAILABLE FRAME STYLES / CANOPY STYLES

**844FA: 7.5’ OCTAGON**

OPERATION: Manual Lift  
HEIGHT: 92” :A  
CLEARANCE: 69” :B  
UPPER POLE: 55” :C  
LOWER POLE: 37” :D  
MAST DIAMETER: 1.5”  
WEIGHT: 14 lbs.

01: Valance / No Vent  
02: Valance / Vent  
03: No Valance / Vent

**844FAT: 7.5’ OCTAGON**

OPERATION: Manual Lift/Tilt  
HEIGHT: 92” :A  
CLEARANCE: 69” :B  
UPPER POLE: 55” :C  
LOWER POLE: 37” :D  
MAST DIAMETER: 1.5”  
WEIGHT: 16 lbs.

01: Valance / No Vent  
02: Valance / Vent  
03: No Valance / Vent

**844FC: 7.5’ OCTAGON**

OPERATION: Crank/Tilt  
HEIGHT: 98” :A  
CLEARANCE: 75” :B  
UPPER POLE: 61” :C  
LOWER POLE: 37” :D  
MAST DIAMETER: 1.5”  
WEIGHT: 17 lbs.

01: Valance / No Vent  
02: Valance / Vent  
03: No Valance / Vent

Umbrella Weight Tolerances +/- 5 lbs.  
Actual Canopy Size +/- 5” Canopy size fluctuates based on the angle and tautness of the fabric.
**FEATUR ES**

- 60° Commercial grade tilt.
- Superior flexibility and quality fiberglass ribs for maximum wind resistance.
- 1.5” diameter center pole with a 1/8” aluminum wall thickness provides incredible strength and durability.
- Reinforced four-layer pockets prevent fabric from tearing.
- Modular design.
- Stainless steel hardware throughout.
- Three canopy shade designs available.

**AVAILABLE FRAME FINISHES**

- Polished Silver Anodized
- Matte Silver
- Matte Black
- Matte Bronze
- Matte White
- Wood Grain

**MANUAL LIFT AND EZ-UP SPRING**

**COMMERCIAL PUSH BUTTON TILT**

**COMMERCIAL CRANK SYSTEM**